


























































Multi-Scaling Fractal Coding for Color Images.
Ryuji FURUSAWA*,  Masahiro NAKAGAWA*
For the image data compression, several fractal image coding schemes have been investigated so far utilizing the similarity and
redundancy in an original image. In this report, we shall apply the multi-scaling fractal coding for color images. So as to decrease the errors
involved in the self-affine contraction mappings and to make the reproduced edge more clear, we shall divide the range block into two
regions with the aid of the Block Truncation Coding scheme. From the computer simulations for the standard color images, we may confirm
the great advantage of our new coding scheme  beyond the conventional one. 
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(a) Original (b) MFIC.
bav  1.51?bpp?, SNR 26.2?dB?
(c) FIC.
bav  1.50?bpp?, SNR 24.6?dB?















































Table.? Setting of coding
Fig.?? Coding property for ??????images
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